The Lutron LEDitorial is a look at the future of LED control, and is your key source for the latest Lutron LED news and product information.

**issue 2:**

- **Featured Product:** NEW! Lutron C•L Dimmers
- **Whitepaper:** Controlling LEDs
- **Tools & Downloads:** New lamp and fixture report cards
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**Featured Product:**

NEW! C•L Dimmers for Dimmable CFL and LED Bulbs

The Lutron C•L product family provides more reliable performance over standard dimmers with dimmable CFLs and LEDs. C•L dimmers are designed to assure that lights will turn on at all levels and stay on as they are dimmed. They also provide full-range dimming of incandescent and halogen bulbs.

The new dimmers incorporate an adjustment dial to set the low end of the dimming range and feature Lutron HED Technology: advanced dimming circuitry designed for compatibility with most high efficiency light bulbs.

Lutron continually tests compatibility of its controls with LED and CFL bulbs from an extensive number of manufacturers, and maintains an approved bulb list online.

Learn more
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**Whitepaper:**

Controlling LEDs

The benefits of LED lighting are well documented: higher efficiency, lower heat emission, and longer bulb life. However, the need to dim LEDs and the unique challenges presented are not universally accepted or understood.

Effective dimming requires an understanding of end-user expectations, LED performance, and dimming control compatibility. Based on the frequently asked questions to the Lutron LED Control Center of Excellence, a whitepaper has been developed explaining all aspects of LED control, from the basics of LED function through the steps necessary to select the best light source and dimming options.

View the whitepaper
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**Tools & Downloads:**

New Lamp and Fixture Report Cards

The LED Product Selection Tool produces a product report card that aids in the selection of Lutron controls, light fixtures, and dimming ranges. We have recently added product report cards from the following manufacturers:

- LedEngin®
- Light Emitting Designs®
- Philips®
- Lighting Science Group®
- Sylvania®
- Cree®

To view product report cards, please visit www.lutron.com/LEDtool, and use the drop-down lists to search by manufacturer.
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**LED Control Center of Excellence**

Find the answers to all of your questions about LED lighting:

- LED features and challenges
- Control options
- The need for controls
- Product compatibility testing

1.877.DIM.LED8
LEDS@lutron.com